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SENSES AND LENSES
13 August – 17 September 2022
Opening by Gcotyelwa Mashiqa and a walkabout with some of the artists
Saturday the 13 AUGUST 2022 at 11:00 for 11:30am
Amogelang Maepa, Athenkosi Kwinana, Cow Mash, Hazel Mphande, Kutlwano Monyai,
Lebogang Mabusela, Mbali Tshabalala, Nthabiseng Boledi Kekana, Rohini Amratlal
SENSES and LENSES is a group exhibition by women artists whose work explores the
human/object interaction that provides a space to comprehend and empathise with
the stories the artworks may present, including the material used. The exhibition
explores the suggested and explicit touch during the creative process as the artists
weave their intimate, unspoken histories into the artworks. The tactility quality of the
work imaginatively, allow us a glimpse into the creative process - as the artist’s hand
hovers above the work as they hold either the needle and thread, holding steady the
camera, and moulding the clay desired shape or form.
Curated by Gcotyelwa Mashiqa

GALLERY NEWS

THE ANNUAL WINTER SHOW
16 July – 6 August 2022
Berman Contemporary, gives you the opportunity to view old and new works by both
our represented and associated artists, showcasing a variety of mediums and
themes. The exhibition highlights selected works of Amogelang Maepa, Athenkosi
Kwinana, Barbara Schroeder, DuduBloom More, Ingrid Bolton, Natalie de Morney,
Odette Graskie, Robyn Denny and Stefan Blom.
Curated by Morgan Kunhardt

View Exhibition On Artsy

DRAWING SESSIONS OVERVIEW

A note from Odette Graskie: Thank you to everyone who joined the Drawing Sessions
these last few weeks. It was wonderful to connect and draw new faces. I really
admire the willingness to take part and make rules or answer my questions. These
drawings are already going into new works heading to London, and I'm really excited
about the outcome!

JOHANNESBURG IN YOUR
POCKET BLOG
LIVE DRAWING SESSIONS with artist
Odette Graskie is an interactive
performance that asks you to come and
celebrate your mask-free face in the
artist’s portrait drawing session. Odette
Graskie is known for her signature line
work in pen. You will be drawn in this
style. These portraits are set to become
part of Odette’s large collection of
drawings that will be used in her new
body of work and participants also get a
limited-edition print of the artist’s work.
The event runs alongside the gallery’s current exhibition The Annual Winter Show
(open until Aug 6) featuring young and mid-career artists including Amogelang
Maepa, DuduBloom More, Ingrid Bolton, Odette Graskie, Robyn Denny and Stefan
Blom.
Read more

CONTEMPORARY ISTANBUL
Berman Contemporary is pleased to
present Chrisél Attewell, Gina van
der Ploeg, Ingrid Bolton, Stefan
Blom and Tré Mkhabela
Curated by Els van Mourik
Preview: 16-18 Sept 2022
General: 19-22 Sept 2022

Contemporary Istanbul is getting ready to welcome visitors to its 17th edition which
will take place at a new venue—Tersane Istanbul.
The fair will bring together about 60 contemporary art galleries from at least 25
countries and will showcase more than 1,500 artworks by 600 artists. A number of
unique cultural initiatives from around Turkey will also be represented at the fair.
Read more

1 -54 CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN
ART FAIR | LONDON
Berman Contemporary is pleased to
present Amogelang Maepa,
Athenkosi Kwinana and Odette
Graskie.
SAVE THE DATE: 13 – 16 October 2022.
Celebrating its 10th anniversary in
London, 1-54 is delighted to return to
Somerset House with its flagship.

As the leading international art fair dedicated to contemporary art from Africa and the
African diaspora, 1-54 London 2022 will host more than 50 international exhibitors
across 21 countries, its largest number of countries to date.
New and returning exhibitors will present over 130 artists working across an array of
mediums from painting and sculpture to mixed media and installation.
Read more

SONJA MEYER
Sonja Meyer recently joined the
Berman Contemporary team. While
studying at the University of Cape
Town’s Michaelis School of Fine Art, she
discovered the importance of
contemporary art spaces that cultivate
a vibrant appreciation of contemporary
art. In her new role, it is her aim to
help South African contemporary artists
reach new audiences and in turn, to
help audiences understand the stories,
intricacies and cultural aspects woven
into each artwork in the gallery's
collection.

ARTIST NEWS
KATLISHO TLEANE AND
KUTLWANO MONYAI
MATERIALITY AND MEANING |
TURBINE ART FAIR
Curated by Candice Berman
21 – 24 July 2022
Exploring the self through inherited
cultural symbols
Meaning and Materiality bring together
various artists some of which are
enrolled in mentorship programmes
such as The New Vanguard of Berman
Contemporary and the Bag Factory.
Exploring the cultural symbols of
storytelling and music, Materiality and
Meaning reveals the symbolic cultural
richness of inherited meaning passed
down generationally through the oral
tradition of storytelling, song and skills
such as weaving.
Working closely with the idea of memory how does the artist make meaning from
these symbolic cultural gestures. Kutlwano Monyai re imagines and recreates objects
that her maternal lineage used to make with plastic by crocheting.
Including two emerging artists from various disciplines: Katlisho Tleane and Kutlwano
Monyai.
Read more

ATHENKOSI KWINANA
The Admirals Residency | A note from
the artist The Admirals Residency sits at
the center of Muizenberg, Cape Town. A
five-minute walk away from the beach,
the supermarket, and what the locals
call a good jol. I arrived for my sixweek stay on the first of June 2022 to a
warm reception, hospitality that
exceeded my expectations, and a
conducive artmaking space. Our studio
space was a shared space amongst
three artists, with a beautiful natural
light that illuminated the large room
daily and a fireplace for our coldest
days. My fellow residents were hardworking, insightful, and generous. I felt
at home throughout my stay.
As a Johannesburg-based artist, my stay at the Admirals has been refreshing,
laidback, and foreign, unlike at home. I got to explore the art world by visiting
galleries and the famous First Thursdays open studios and galleries. Owing to this I
was exposed to new themes I was not aware of and discourses I read only through
passing. German artist and surfer Gerrit Handl, the founder of the residency, was
very transparent, always attentive to our needs, and very insightful. I believe
because of this my method of internalizing information has been challenged and how
I produce artworks as well.
Follow The Admirals Residency on Instagram: Click Here

ODETTE GRASKIE
DRAWING SESSIONS AT 1-54
CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN ART
FAIR | LONDON
A performative portraiture drawing
intervention, investigating the ideas of
agency, expectation and conventional
portraiture practices. The artist
considers the relationship between
sitter and artist and what this entails
for the artwork outcome.
A portraiture drawing performance,
considering the way that likeness can
become secondary and focussing on
capturing the drawing moment between
artist and sitter.

A portrait drawing performance, investigating agency in the drawing process. The
artist uses playful elements to capture the moment between sitter and artist, the
artwork embodied the moment rather than likeness

ODETTE GRASKIE
AYANDA FINE ART presents
An Im/perfect Balance
POP-UP exhibition at Haroldstrasse 14,
Düsseldorf, Germany

The show curated by Fadzai Veronica Muchemwa is the gallery's inaugural exhibition
and presents works by Odette Graskie, Ashley Scott, Tamary Kudita, Deborah Metsch,
Justice Mukheli and Kwaku Owusu Achim.
Balance is a state of rest or equilibrium due to the equal action of opposing forces.
This exhibition is a story of lives, dreams, and memories intertwining, entangling,
and unravelling. The word balance is embedded, imbued with, and evokes a
profoundly layered meaning. It connotes extreme effort in ensuring that chaos is kept
at bay and not letting the world run wild.
The artists in this exhibition come together to push the boundaries of their respective
mediums. The show also features a great fondness towards the materials that artists
work with while allowing the materials to behave as the expressive quality of the
work and the necessity of breaking imagery down to its component layers.
Read more

GINA VAN DER PLOEG
Twyg – article written by Stella
Hertantyo
Artist Gina van der Ploeg merges
touch and textiles with tending to
the land
Gina’s art creates linkages between
touch, textiles, and the tending of land.
Take a glance at her Instagram account and you’ll be pulled into her tactile world.
Greeted by natural vistas, fibre experiments, and a visual diary of her farming
process, you’ll want to reach through the screen and allow linen fibres or hyacinth
weavings to run through your fingers. All of this is profound in a world where
disconnection and separation from our surroundings underlies many of our most
wicked problems.
Read more

ROHINI AMRATLAL
Congratulations on completing your
Postgraduate Diploma in Fine Art
Rohini Amratlal was born in Durban,
South Africa in 1998. She is a
contemporary artist working with a
range of materials to make drawings,
prints, sculptures, and installations.
Amratlal received her Postgraduate
Diploma in Fine Art majoring in
sculpture and printmaking from the
Durban University of Technology
(2021). Her work focuses on her
personal experiences and connections
she develops with various people,
touching on matters of race, love and
loss and identity in post-apartheid
South Africa.
She has been an art theory tutor as well as a student assistant at the Durban
University of Technology Art Gallery. Rohini co-curated An Unfurling at the KZNSA
Gallery Durban in 2020, participated in a four-month internship with Carol Brown at
Curate A Space and was a candidate in the Art bank commissioning program. The
most recent of her ten plus group exhibitions was Duo at the Turbine Art fair, under
Curate A Space (2021).
Rohini joined The New Vanguard group in 2022, a mentorship programme that
coincides with Berman Contemporary.

ROBYN DENNY & MAMELA
NYAMZA
JOMBA! welcomes SA choreographer
and performer Mamela Nyamza to this
year's fest! Mamela will perform
GROUNDED
8 September at 7pm
Sneddon Theatre in Durban

Playing on double meanings of the word, Nyamza’s GROUNDED offers both up
simultaneously: Positively, grounded can mean, stability, reliability, a moral compass
and self-esteem. Negatively, grounded can mean, punishment, confinement, and
segregation/apartness. In this work, performed with her son Amkele Mandla, Nyamza
offers us a look into her South Africa where democracy superficially seems to be in a
working condition, but actually has small cracks not easy to see. Nyamza looks at
these cracks and asks where and when they started – how far back in history do we
go?
The performance followed by JOMBA! Talks Dance with Mamela Nyamza hosted by
Thobile Maphanga.
Book Tickets

KUTLWANO MONYAI
Botsalano le Megopolo: En nous, Entre
nous” translate to the “relationships
and memories: in us, between us”'.
This exhibition is a collaborative
presentation of the dual/joined oneyear Studio Bursary between Princia
Matungulu and Kutlwano Monyai. Both
artists share similar thematic where
they both investigate their identity as
Black women from transcultural African
diasporas.
These artists reflect on their past experiences, practices and norms which are tied to
their matrilineal relationships.
In their work, Princia and Kutlwano attempts to reveal the genealogical time from
different generations that shows subtle ways in which moulding/bonding between
mothers and daughters would take place.
Read more
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Curated by Els van Mourik
13 – 16 October 2022.
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